Abstract-Real-time surface EMG decomposition, to extract neural activity of spinal motor neurons, provides a non-invasive solution for establishing direct interfaces with the central nervous system. In this paper, we present a real-time EMG decomposition system, validate it through both synthetic and experimental high-density surface EMG (HD-sEMG) data, and demonstrate the system in an upper-limb prosthetic control scenario. The proposed system achieves (in real-time) median decomposition accuracy comparable to offline methods (within 0.5%) with minimal utilisation of computational resources (x20 faster compared to the literature).
I. INTRODUCTION
Human-machine-interfaces (HMI) offer the prospect to change the lives of millions of people who suffer from neuromuscular disorders, paralysis and amputations worldwide through advancement of scientific knowledge and development of rehabilitation devices.
At the core of every HMI system is a neural interface which taps into motor and sensory pathways to observe (i.e. record) and modulate (i.e. stimulate) the activity of the nervous system. Robust, accurate, high-information throughput and easy-to-deploy neural interface technologies are critical in realising the potential and fulfilling the promises of what HMI can offer.
Many neural interface paradigms have been proposed, each with its own trade-offs. Surface recording paradigms such as EEG and EMG provide a practical non-invasive solution, however, the information transfer rate is limited. On the other hand, invasive approaches, such as intra-cortical and intra-muscular recordings, offer significantly higher information transfer rates, however, invasiveness limits their clinical translation. While transcutaneous links for power and information transfer expose the user to risk of infections and such tethered connection limits the use of these neural interfaces within the confines of a laboratory, attempts in wireless neural interfaces is also limited by the power-bandwidth bottleneck. As a result, stateof-the-art HMI that uses invasive neural interfaces are still far from large-scale clinical translation, while existing commercial HMI systems are limited in capabilities due to low information transfer rate from non-invasive neural interfacing.
Over the past decade, the use of surface EMG (sEMG) decomposition techniques has been proposed to extract information on the neural drive from the spinal cord to the muscles [1] . EMG decomposition, in its simplest terms, is the process of extracting discharge patterns of spinal motor neurons innervating the muscle from which the sEMG is being recorded. sEMG generation can be mathematically modelled as a convolutive mixing process of discharge timings of motor units (i.e. a series of delta functions) and action potentials of muscle units (i.e. impulse responses of filters in mixing process) [2] , [3] , [4] . This is given by:
where
T is the sEMG recorded over m channels,
T is the n motor unit spike trains, H is the m × n mixing matrix containing action potentials of the motor units, and w(t) is the additive noise. A motor unit (MU) is defined as the motor neuron and the muscle fibres it innervates. Each discharge of a motor neuron is reflected in motor unit action potential discharges. Hence, motor unit analysis provides a direct observation of motor neuron discharges at the output layer of spinal circuitries [3] . Motor neuron and motor unit terms are therefore interchangeably used throughout the text.
Using high-density electrodes to exploit the information on spatial variability of the detected motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) [2] , several blind source separation techniques have shown that the activity of motor neurons can be deciphered at the spinal cord level [4] , [3] . However, the computational requirements of the existing methods result in processing times from seconds to minutes which limit their application to offline signal analysis only.
Real-time sEMG decomposition is of utmost importance in achieving practical HMI. Not only this will provide rehabilitation tools and prosthetic devices that are non-invasive and effective, but also it will provide fast diagnostic tools for the clinical sector. It will also contribute hugely to sports and ergonomics where human responses and interactions with the environment need to be processed in real-time [6] . Within this context, there has only been one prior real-time PC-based decomposition system, which requires 0.6s processing time for each second of multi-channel sEMG [6] .
In this paper, a new system for real-time sEMG decomposition is proposed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed system and its implementation; while in Section III, the proposed system is tested under both synthetic and experimental sEMG recordings. In Section III, the proposed system is also demonstrated through a 2-Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) upperlimb prosthetic control paradigm where subject controls the prosthetic in real-978-1-5386-3603-9/18/$31.00 ©2018 IEEE time by his MU activity. Computational requirements of the proposed system are presented in Section IV, and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION The high-level block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 . The proposed system consists of (1) Analogue front-end (AFE), (2) Training Module (TM), and (3) Real-time decomposition module (RTDM). In this work, a commercial AFE system, Quattrocento (OT Bioelettronica, Turin, Italy), was used. The remaining modules were modelled and implemented in Matlab R2017b. TM employs convolutive blind source separation techniques described in [3] and [4] , in order to identify MUs and compute a separation matrix to extract MU activity from recorded sEMG signals. Training starts with a calibration phase where average (across all channels) global sEMG amplitude corresponding the user's maximal voluntary contraction is determined, followed by sEMG recordings at constant isometric contraction level. The next step in TM is convolutive sphering during which the recorded observations are extended (in order to increase the ratio of number of observations to number of sources) and whitened. Then, a fixed-point iteration algorithm, with a contrast function optimising the sparsity of the extracted independent sources, extracts separation vectors w i for each estimated source s i .
The extracted w i and s i are further refined in a second iterative procedure that estimates the pulse trains with peak detection and K-means classification (signal and noise classes). The second iterative loop calculates a separation vector from estimated discharge timings until reaching a minimum discharge variability, computes Silhouette measure (SIL) 1 and accepts the separation vector if SIL measure is above 0.9.
1 SIL measure is a normalised metric that quantifies the distance between sum of point-to-centroid distances within each cluster and the same measure between clusters [3] .
TM establishes a separation matrix B containing separation vectors w i , signal (sc i ) and noise (nc i ) cluster centroids for each source, and
T where k is the number of extended observations and µ is the mean value of each observation during the training recording. These are then used by RTDM to perform real-time decomposition and convert the recorded sEMG signal into a series of motor neuron action potential discharges (i.e. spikes).
RTDM first extends the observations (i.e. sEMG signals), subtracts µ from the extended observations, and then extracts the sources following multiplication with B. Unlike in TM, the extended sources are not spatially whitened since computation of a whitening matrix involves computationally very expensive singular value decomposition. Instead, B is designed to operate on extended unwhitened observations. This is achieved during the training phase where a whitening matrix W is computed, and the extracted separation vectors are transformed using W .
Following source extraction, peaks are detected and extracted from each squared source vector (s 2 i ), and the euclidean distances between each detected peak and cluster centroids, sc i and nc i , are computed. Based on computed distances, spike classification unit decides whether the detected peaks correspond to the discharges of the motor units or noise. Finally, the time occurrence (i.e. timestamp) of each detected motor unit spike is output along with information about which motor unit it belongs to (i.e. spike label).
III. VALIDATION
The proposed system was validated through synthetic sEMG datasets (with known ground truth) and experimental sEMG recordings. Finally, the system was demonstrated via a 2-DoF prosthetic control paradigm.
Synthetic sEMG datasets were generated using the model proposed in [7] . Each dataset simulates sEMG signals recorded over 192-channels, with 64 active motor units. A total of 6 datasets were generated. Compared to offline decomposition ( [3] ), the system achieved median sensitivity and accuracy within 0.5% for the detected MUs (Fig. 2) .
For validation with experimental sEMG recordings, the system was connected to a 64-channel high-density electrode matrix (OT Bioelletronica ELSCH064NM2) and measurements were made from the Tibialis Anterior (TA) and Flexor Digitorum Superficialis (FDS) muscles of two subjects. The sEMG signals were bandpass filtered (10-500 Hz), sampled at 2048 Hz, and A/D converted to 16 bits by the AFE. During recordings, both the spiking activity of MUs (decomposed in real-time) and raw sEMG recordings (for post-recording validation) were recorded simultaneously. The Rate-of-Agreement (RoA) measure was used to quantify the performance of realtime decomposition [4] . RoA (%) is defined by:
where c j is the total number of discharges of the j th motor unit identified by both real-time and offline (batch) decomposition algorithms, RT j is the number of discharges identified by the real-time system only, and B j is the number of discharges identified by offline batch processing algorithm only (using the raw sEMG data recorded during experiments). If c j was more than 30%, two motor unit discharge patterns were considered to be generated by the same motor unit [3] . The results (Table I) reveal an average RoA of 83% across all muscles and contraction levels recorded. Finally, the system was demonstrated in a prosthetic hand control (Michelangelo Hand, Ottobock) paradigm where the movements along 2-DoF (hand open/close and hand pronate/supinate) were controlled in real-time by decomposed MU activity. The control was achieved through a support vector machine (SVM) framework, where the input to the SVM classifier were the filtered discharge rates of each motor unit.
A graphical user interface (GUI), that displays decomposed motor units or average global sEMG as feedback in real-time, was also developed to facilitate the experiments.
The discharge rate was calculated over intervals of 128 samples (62.5 ms) by summing the spikes detected for each MU in the window. These values were continuously fed into a second order Butterworth filter with low pass cut-off of 100Hz.
During the training stage for the real-time system, the subject was asked to follow up a force ramp at %10, %20 and %30 contraction levels (45s each) in order to extract MUs. A total of 5 MUs were decomposed from the subject. During the training for the SVM classifier, the subject was asked to perform isometric contractions of various hand movements while the discharges of all MUs were displayed as feedback via computer screen.
SVM classifier was trained on identified distinct MU activity patterns (Fig. 4) 
IV. COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
In the proposed system, the computationally demanding tasks of blind source separation are assigned to TM which is a one time procedure, while RTDM is designed to be computationally light in order to achieve real-time performance. The determining factors for computational complexity of RTDM (Table II) are the number of recording channels (N ), that consequently determines the extension factor (ef ) of the observations, and number of decomposed motor units (M ). Extension factor is defined as the nearest integer of 1000/N . In particular, source extraction which involves vector multiplications to extract individual sources demands the highest number of computations. For typical high-density electrode channel counts (i.e. 64, 128, and 192 channels), the 
Number of channels; ef = 1000/N (Extension Factor); and number of peaks detected p ∈ Z : 0 ≤ p ≤ N.ef /3. worst case computational load 2 for RTDM is 27 additions, 267 multiplications, 1 shift, and 32 comparisons per sample acquired by the system. The computational time of RTDM is also measured using the synthetically generated HD-sEMG recordings (192 channels) across various system configurations 3 . Based on measured results (see Table III ), the proposed RTDM requires 0.2µs per sample acquired by the system 4 . In comparison, the only real-time sEMG decomposition system previously proposed requires 4.9µs computation time per sample [6] . 2 A typical value of 15 motor units (i.e. M=15) and p = N.ef /3 is assumed. Peak detection involves comparing each sample to previous two samples, hence one in every three samples are assumed to be a detected peak.
3 RTDM implementation (in Matlab) was tested on two system configurations: (1) Intel Core i7 4.5GHz, 16 GB; and (2) Intel Core i7 2.6GHz, 16GB RAM. 4 Computational time is given for the worst median computation time per sample/channel case (i.e. 10 samples/ch.), and measured at 2.66 GHz since computational time is also measured at the same system clock frequency in [6] . 
V. CONCLUSION
Real-time sEMG decomposition is of utmost importance in achieving non-invasive and high-information throughput human-machine interfaces. Not only this will provide rehabilitation tools and prosthetic devices that are non-invasive and effective, but also it will provide fast diagnostic tools for the clinical sector.
In this paper, we presented a high-level architecture and design elements of a system with real-time capabilities, and validated it through synthetic and experimental sEMG signals. In addition, we demonstrated its capabilities via a 2-DoF upper limb prosthetic control paradigm. The analysis reveals that the proposed system has sEMG decomposition accuracy comparable to offline methods, while achieving ×20 faster computational time than [6] .
Currently, the system is being implemented in an FPGAbased real-time sEMG decomposition hardware. In addition, an adaptive element to TM is also being developed as the current system cannot track drifts and changes to detected MUs over long term. This is an important aspect for longterm chronic use in several applications such as prosthetics.
